Yardley Cattle Company 2014 Focus on the Female Supplement
These cows weren’t home from the mountain
in time to get in our catalog.

Lot 152
Polled ½ SM 1/8 MA 3/8 AN
Miss Yardley Y165
Sire: Whirl of a Dream
Dam: GCC Miss Sharpie 189 by GCC Sharpie
BD: 3/19/11
EPDS: BW: 0.0 WW: 44.0 YW: 53.6 MK: 16.8
AI: 5/23 Octane- 5 months PE: 5/26 Y1 Utah
Y165 is a beautiful bred female that blends the best
of all three breeds. She has the power and width of a
good Simmental, the depth of a broody Angus, and
the style and hair of a fancy Maine. Her dam was a
deep bodied nice cow that Jeannie bought at The
Classic, long before Jeannie and John ever really
even knew each other. She raised a $6,500 bull calf
and did a great job for Jeannie. Y165 will do a great
job for you. Likely safe to Octane. Octane is one of
the very best Simmental bulls we‟ve seen.
Lot 153
Angus
Miss Yardley A18
Sire: Belvin Tres Marias
Dam: Miss Yardley Y49 by Y1 Skipper
BD: 2/9/13
EPDS: BW: 1.0 WW: 40 YW: 66 MK: 14
AI: 5/1 Angus Valley
PE: 5/1 Bushwacker
A18 is as pretty, soft and soggy of an Angus heifer
as any in the offering. Her maternal grand dam,
4023 is one of the deepest, big ribbed females on
the ranch. We have successfully flushed a maternal
sister to A18‟s dam. She raised „My Lil Birdie‟, an
$11,900 feature show heifer that sold to astute
showman, Tim Johnson. We saw A18‟s sire on
display in Denver and loved him. He was an
Embryo from the Tres Marias herd in Argentina.
they have won the famous Palermo show in South
America more than any other breeder in recent
years. Likely safe to Bushwacker – 3 months
pregnant.

Lot 154
Miss Yardley T91
Polled 3/8 MA ½ AN
Sire: DCC Total Package
Dam: 7301 by RR Traveler
BD: 3/2/07
EPDS: BW: 1.2 WW: 44.7 YW: 81.4 MK: 24.4
PE: 5/16 Whirl of a Dream-4 months pregnant
T91 is a super stylish, big hipped, choke-necked Maine
with the depth, dimension and eye appeal to go places
and do things. We just sold her dam at seventeen years
old. She was a deep bodied beautiful Angus that
averaged over 650# on twelve calves. She also raised a
$7,500 bull calf. T91‟s sire, Total Package is a super
complete Maine Anjou who was the senior champion
bull in Denver in 2007, and show bull of the year in ‟06
and „07.

Lot 155
Miss Yardley T175
Polled ¾ SM ¼ AN
Sire: Partisover Partigirl by Meyer 734
Dam: H48 by Black Beaver x Whirlway
BD: 3/31/07
EPDS: BW: 2.4 WW: 47.5 YW: 57.8 MK: 20.3
PE: 5/19 GCC Hard as Steel by Steel Force
T175 is out of one of the grandest Black Beaver
daughters on the ranch, H48. She averaged over 710# on
eleven head of calves and always stayed fat doing it. We
had her grand dam B88 until she was sixteen, she raised
fourteen head of calves that averaged over 650#. T175
should have a really nice Hard as Steel calf in the spring.
This cow is flighty. 4 ½ months pregnant.

FALL CALVERS-Lots 156-162 were preg
checked 11-19, all were 2 months
Lot 156
Miss Yardley Z72
Polled ½ MA ¼ SM
Sire: Billy the Kid
Dam: S220 by Sequoia x Chill Factor
BD: 2/29/12
EPDS: BW: 1.7 WW: 32.8 YW 65.6 MK: 25.2
PE: 5/23 Pinnacle
If you missed out on getting a good Maine, here‟s your
second chance. Billy the Kid makes them cool,
especially when crossed on stylish Maines. Z72 has the
massive hip, leg, hoof and belly that has come to be so
appreciated in the Billy the Kid‟s offspring coupled with
a lot of extention through the neck, and long straight hair
in a fancy package. She just weaned a 650# calf as a first
calf heifer, so she‟s got performance to go with the
package too!

FALL CALVERS CONTINUED
Lot 157
Miss Yardley S203
¾ SM ¼ AN
Sire: Partisover Partigirl by Meyer 734
Dam: J59 by Black Beaver x Y1 Citation
BD: 4/6/06
EPDS: BW: 4.4 WW: 49.8 YW: 61.1 MK: 13.1
PE: 5/26 Yardley Canyon 3 ½ months pregnant
Lot 157 has huge depth of rib and capacity coupled with
a huge hip and super correct structural package. She
always brings home a spotted up, big calf. Her last bull
calf sold for $6,750 to long time customer and friend
Jeff Avila. Lot 157 would work awesome at making
some colored up show calves. S203 will calve late
spring, not in the fall.

Lot 158
Miss Yardley T138
Red PB Simmental
Sire: WSS Mc Callister
Dam: Ms Yardley B78 by Whirlaway x Doubletime
BD: 3/16/07
EPDS: BW: 1.5 WW: 57.0 YW: 65.8 MK: 32.9
PE: 5/31 Yardley Detail
Pinion has probably had more influence on our
Simmental herd than any other sire. He has left a legacy
of fancy, blazed faced females with impeccable udder
quality, fleshing ability and functionality. Here is a rare
opportunity to own his only living maternal sister. T138
got a sick this summer and slipped her calf. She is the
kind of cow who always stays fat and looks good doing
it, and is one we would never consider parting with if
she were going to calve in our regular season. Her last
bull calf weaned off at 815#, had a1341#YW, and sold
for $14,000 to long time customer Jim Frost of Moses
Lake WA. She has averaged 720# on five calves. We
had her dam until she was fifteen; she weaned thirteen
calves that weaned over 700#! Yardley Cattle Co. retains
one right to flush at their expense, owner‟s convenience.

Lot 159
Miss Yardley Z98
Polled ¾ SM ¼ AN
Sire: Y1 Sundance
Dam: U17 by Preferred Edge x CNS Dream On
BD: 3/13/12
EPDS: BW: 1.4 WW: 73.4 YW: 103.4 MK: 5.9
PE: 5/13 Impartial
Here is one performance oriented package. Her dam
averaged 712# on six head of calves and raised a $4,500
bull calf. Lot 159 herself had an impressive 753# WW.
Sundance has produced some of our finest Simmental

cows. Don‟t miss out on your opportunity to own one
this sale day.

Lot 160
Miss Yardley Z141
Angus
Sire: Yardley Doc Skipper
Dam: W60 by Lut x Prompter ET
BD: 3/11/12
EPDS: BW: 5.7 WW: 45 YW: 68 MK: 26
PE: 6/5 Bushwacker
Z141 has an impressive track record and an equally
impressive pedigree and cow family backing it. She‟s
out of an own daughter of “Lut” who raised a 793# bull
calf as a first calf heifer. He continued to push down the
scales as a yearling at 1,383# and sold for $7,000. She in
turn sold to JP Lashmett of Illinois for $3,900. Z141 just
weaned a 683# bull calf. She is a stylish, wedgy-made,
deep bodied female ready to go to work for you.

Lot 161
Miss Yardley A73
Polled ¾ SM 1/8 AN 1/16 MA
Sire: SVF/NJC Built Right
Dam: Miss Yardley R65 by Hide N Watch
BD: 3/4/13
EPDS: BW: -0.3 WW: 52.9 YW: 72.3 MK: 19
PE: 5/21 Real Steel
A73 comes from one of the most productive powerhouse
cow families on the ranch. Her dam and grand dam
always stay fat and have massive hips and deep guts.
R65‟s dam has averaged 697# on seven calves, her grand
dam has averaged over 680# on eleven calves. Her past
three bull calves have averaged $6,000.

Lot 162
Miss Yardley A111
Polled ¾ SM 3/16 AN
Sire: Yardley High Regard
Dam: GCC Steel Force by SVF Steel Force
BD: 3/11/13
EPDS: BW: -0.3 WW: 55.8 YW: 85.8 MK: 19
PE: 5/17 Real Steel
When we say we saved the best for last we mean it! Lot
162 is as pretty of a High Regard daughter as we own.
Her dam is a beautiful Steel Force daughter who has
raised three calves that have averaged 692#. As a first
calf heifer she raised a 737# bull calf that went on to
have one of the highest yearling weights of any calf on
the ranch at 1407#. He went on to sell for $6,500. Lot
162 had an impressive 671#WW. When you study the
amount of rib, hip, depth and dimension packed into this
stylish package its easy to see why. Here‟s your last
chance at a great one. If A111 was calving on time, she
wouldn‟t be for sale at ANY PRICE!

Thank You for coming!

